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We’ve made progress in negotiations
in the last two weeks. Oregon Nurses
Association (ONA) and Sacred Heart
Medical Center (SHMC)
management were able to reach
agreements in several important
areas.

to the patient population will require
an orientation, unless the nurse in
her/his judgment, agrees that no
orientation is required based on their
skills and experience.

Article 14—Low Census
We came to an agreement on Friday,
Article 8—Hours of Work, aka
June 29 to change the cap on
“The Crazy Eights”
mandatory low census to 12 percent
Management withdrew their
and to change the timeframe for the
proposals on 8.6.1, 8.6.2, and 8.6.4! cap to a rolling six months instead of
These were the proposals to be able a fixed timeframe. We also made
to give per diem nurses the ability to improvements to the steps that take
pick up shifts prior to FTE’d nurses,
place once a unit reaches 10 percent
change start times by up to two hours overall low census in a two-cycle
prior to posting the schedule, and
period. We didn’t get all we wanted
delay start times by up to four hours. but we did make significant improvements to the low census language.
Management called these proposals
necessary for “operational flexibility”. 8.12.4 Low Census On-call
Our negotiating committee shared
Both parties agreed that nurses that
the concerns of the membership
have been low censused can be
regarding the impact of these
assigned call if there are no
proposals on the nurses ability to
volunteers. That call can only be for
plan her/his life outside of work.
the first half of your shift and if you
Management heard us and realized
are called in to work, you would get
that our members would not support time and one-half pay. This was a
a tentative agreement that included
compromise on our part to address
these changes. Thanks to everyone staffing needs.
for sharing your stories—they made
a big difference and the proposals
STILL ON THE TABLE:
have been withdrawn!
Wages– neither party has moved
from their initial wage proposals at
We agreed to change the language
this point in time. ONA has proposed
on floating and orientation so that a
a 6 percent wage increase for each
nurse could be required to float to a year of a two-year contract. Manageunit where they are oriented to the
ment has proposed a 0 percent wage
patient population with only a minimal increase the first year and a 1
orientation to the unit. Floating to a
percent increase the second year.
unit where the nurse is not oriented
(Continued on page 6)
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HEALTH INSURANCE UPDATE
Your negotiating committee has identified the
proposed changes in health insurance as one of the
most difficult challenges in this round of bargaining.
SHMC has proposed new plans that would replace
the current choices of In-Network, Open Network,
Open Network Plus and a High Deductible Plan. The
new plans would be a PPO plan (Preferred Provider)
and a High Deductible plan with a Health Savings
Account.
Your negotiating team has talked to many of you at
bargaining update meetings to show you how the
move to these new plans would impact you and your
family. We’ve identified several areas that are of
concern to our members:
Premium Cost—for some of our members, especially
those currently in the Open Network Plan, premiums
are going to go up dramatically—up to a $6,000
increase for nurses under a 32-hour FTE with full
family coverage. Open Network members currently
pay very little in premiums or get money back in return
for signing up for a plan with more out-of-pocket costs
to the nurse and less premium cost to PeaceHealth.
Some nurses that are in the In-Network plan and work
a 32-hour FTE, see a small savings in premium
because of the proposed move to a two-tier premium
share system. But, the new plans will cost more for
any of our members to utilize. We can’t agree to a
plan that costs approximately 35 percent of our
members significant increases in premiums.

$10,000 for our members.
Co-insurance vs. Co-pay—You’ve already been
paying a co-insurance except for primary care
provider visits in which you pay a co-pay of $20 or
$30 depending on what plan you’re in. All primary
care provider visits will now move to a co-insurance,
which means you pay a percentage of the visit instead
of a flat rate. We’ve expressed concern with the
possible increase in costs and the lack of information
available to know the costs up front before you get the
care you need. If they’re correct that the average
office visit is $120 then the co-insurance is $24 but
actual costs for visits is a big unknown.
Three Tiers of Coverage for each plan—At our May
10 negotiations, management proposed the creation
of a “domestic” tier that would be less expensive than
either the In-Network or Out of Network costs. Their
goal was to have PeaceHealth doctors covered at the
lowest “co-insurance” rate. We pointed out that it was
unlikely PeaceHealth physicians would have the
capacity to add all of the potential new patients.
At our June 28 session, management’s health
insurance expert, told us that they had decided to
modify their proposal and not create a domestic tier at
this point in time. They said they heard our concerns
about capacity and coverage for specialty areas and
so they have a new proposal with a “Preferred” tier of
coverage for hospital visits, lab tests and inpatient
services. For primary care providers and specialists,
the current In-Network groups will be covered at the
lowest rate.

Deductible —Both plans will have a deductible—the
PPO has a $500 individual deductible and $1000
family deductible and the High Deductible Plan has a
Stay tuned as we continue to try to come up with a
$2,000 individual deductible and a $4,000 family
deductible. PeaceHealth has proposed “seeding” the solution that provides quality and affordable health
High Deductible plan with $800/$1600 contributed to a insurance for our members!
Health Savings Account ($200 more contributed if
What is this?
completed Biometric screening) .
Maximum Out of Pocket—The PPO Plan has a
$2500 Individual Maximum out of pocket and a $5,000
Family Maximum. If you add that to the deductible,
RNs will have a potential $3,000 or $6,000 in medical
expenses each year in addition to premiums. For the
High Deductible Plan, the max out of pocket is $3,000
for an individual and $6,000 Family. Adding that to the
deducible, gives a potential pay out of $5,000—

ONA’s QR code. A QR code (abbreviated
from Quick Response code) is a type of
matrix barcode (or two-dimensional code)
that you use with your smartphone.

How to Use:

With a QR code reader app on your smart phone, take a
picture or scan the QR code to open the ONA website in
your phone’s web browser. Many smartphones come with
the app pre-installed, but others you will have to download
a QR code reader app.
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LOW CENSUS UPDATE
RN/CN Low Census Stats
Low Census Hours include Per diem Low Census
(If 10% or above then shaded)
Unit
BHS
CDU
CPR
CVOR
ED RB
EDUD
Endo
FP
ICU
ICU SD
LD
Main OR
MB
Medical
MedUD
Neuro
NI
OHVI4
OHVI5
Onc
Ortho
PACU
PAT
Peds
Rehab
RIC
SPA
Surgical
CathLab

C1
1%
2%
9%
11%
2%
5%
3%
5%
3%
4%
7%
3%
9%
4%
2%
4%
6%
3%
3%
5%
3%
4%
11%
8%
3%
6%
1%
4%

C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
6% 5% 3% 5% 3%
4% 4% 4% 12% 7%
14% 11% 16% 16% 11%
26% 26% 36% 37% 25%
5% 2% 3% 4% 2%
7% 6% 7% 11% 7%
6% 13% 15% 17% 13%
5% 3% 4% 27% 7%
6% 8% 8% 11% 19%
7% 3% 4% 9% 7%
16% 8% 3% 12% 7%
9% 9% 10% 15% 8%
16% 8% 3% 14% 9%
3% 1% 3% 11% 4%
11% 2% 1% 12% 5%
6% 7% 9% 16% 11%
18% 8% 5% 11% 7%
6% 3% 8% 20% 10%
6% 5% 6% 14% 12%
2% 2% 17% 10%
7% 5% 7% 17% 15%
5% 5% 8% 7% 5%
5% 4% 7% 9% 6%
28% 14% 15% 21% 21%
10% 4% 2% 5% 4%
2% 10% 10% 2% 8%
8% 7% 7% 9% 6%
2% 1% 1% 11% 6%
10% 14% 8% 36% 7%

VasTec Paycodes queried:
Low Census Voluntary Paid
Low Census Voluntary Unpaid
Low Census Mandatory Paid
Low Census Mandatory Unpaid

Low census is incredibly high throughout Sacred
Heart! ONA contacted management after receiving
the Cycle 5 data that shows many nurses are losing
significant amounts of pay!
This chart shows the low census percentages for the
first six cycles of 2012. The numbers in the shaded
boxes indicate units with an overall low census
percentage over 10 percent. These numbers show a
large amount of low census house-wide, especially in
Cycle 5. Management states that a large amount of
this low census is still voluntary and therefore does
not count towards the maximum low census of 14
percent of an RNs FTE over six months. If you’re
experiencing a lot of mandatory low census—contact
Maureen Smith at ONA (smith@oregonrn.org).
ONA met with management after negotiations on
Thursday, June 14. We reviewed measures to
mitigate the impacts of the low census and ONA
asked that they be put in place immediately.
Some of those short term ideas are:



Allow furloughs with benefits maintained and an
ability to get your position back



Allow RNs to voluntarily reduce hours and
maintain their benefit level for a fixed period of
time



Allow nurses to take time off without using PTO
even if pre-scheduled



Allow more nurses off at one time



Offer of severance and early retirement

These % include per diem hours

ONA is recommending these short term solutions until more analysis can be done as to what’s causing the
low census and how long it may last. We’re following up with management to see about getting these shortterm strategies in place immediately! We’ve also negotiated improvements in the low census language that
will go into place once we complete contract negotiations. Please contact ONA with questions or ideas on
how to deal with low census on your unit!
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WE GAVE THE NURSES A BREAK BY THE PRN
On June 6 and June 27, we gave nurses a break by the PRN. The contract action team (CAT) and
members of the negotiating team were on hand to give updates on bargaining and handouts on the impacts
of the healthcare proposal. ONA provided PRN tokens and cookies to the over 600 nurses that came and
took a break with us at both RiverBend and UniversityDistrict. We had a great showing at both events and
we were able to talk to members and hear our member’s concerns about the proposed changes in your
health insurance and the proposed Charge Nurse Reorganization!

Nurses taking
a break to
learn about
health
insurance
proposals in
negotiations.

UPDATE YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION
Unfortunately, some members aren‘t
getting the most up-to-date information
because ONA doesn‘t have a current
home email address or the email
address on file is a work email and the
message is being blocked.

include a personal (non-work) email
address to ensure the messages get
through in a timely manner.

Having good communication, keeping
all the nurses engaged and involved in
bargaining will be critical to obtaining a
ONA is often restricted when sending
good contract. This means giving
out mass emails to employer based
bargaining updates to the other nurses
email addresses and if we don‘t have a you work with you and encouraging
current home email address that results your co-workers to show their support
in many members not receiving the
for the bargaining team when necescritical information they need as quickly sary, through coordinated activities.
as they should.
The ONA website, mail at home and
To remedy this situation, ONA is
emails at home continue to be the best
encouraging all members to go to
methods of getting negotiation updates
www.OregonRN.org and select
to all members as quickly as possible.
Update Your Contact Information
under Membership Services, to
Together we can make sure everyone
update their information on file to
is involved and stays informed!

Auto and Home Insurance
exclusive nurse benefits and
special rates.
ONA has a benefit that is
available to our members.
California Casualty Auto and
Home Insurance.
For more information, call
1-877-626-2871.
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CHARGE NURSE REORGANIZATIONS
On Tuesday, June 26, We had nearly 100 charge nurses, facilitators and staff nurses at the two open forums
regarding management’s proposal to reduce charge nurse shifts to eight hours. Some ED physicians and
educators also joined the nurses to share their concerns.
Nurses asked excellent questions of Tim Herrmann, Regional Vice President Patient Care Services, who
represented management at the meeting. He spoke of the need to reduce labor costs and shared that by
reducing charge nurse hours, SHMC expects to save $1 million dollars. Nurses asked what data was used to
determine that the hours could be reduced and management stated that they had focused on the financial
analysis.
ONA has heard from many charge nurses regarding their concerns. Here’s an excerpt from an email from a
charge nurse in the ED.

“The charge nurses have an overlap hour for a very important reason, continuity. During the time we
overlap with our peers we are able to receive report on the status of the pts in our department, share staff
performance concerns, brainstorm ideas for department improvement, do performance evaluations and keep
up with the continuous improvement projects that our various departments all have. Not to mention make
staff assignments for the upcoming shift. This is all work that will still need to be done, even if our shifts are
shortened. I believe that as a result of shortened hours there will be an increase in CN overtime as they
strive to get their work done.
The Medical center has referred to the Charge nurses as frontline leaders and has expectations of
them to guide our staff in following the mission of the hospital. Is this how we treat our leaders? By cutting
their hours and increasing their benefit costs? The charge nurses are often the most senior nurses in the
hospital and are the ones most invested in the success of their departments and the hospital at large. These
are nurses with vast experience and great skill, they are the ones the staff look to for guidance and leadership. During our overlap hour is often the only time in a busy shift we have for one on one time with our staff
to mentor them and help them to become better care providers.
My final concern is the message we are sending to nurse who will be our future leaders. Who is going to want to step into the role of charge nurse when it is a part time position and receives benefits at the
lowest tier. The CN job is a hard job and the differential is no incentive to step into that position.
We care about the our patients, staff and work hard to provide a safe productive work environment.”
ONA has not started negotiations with management regarding this issue. By contract, they are required to
meet with us a minimum of three times to negotiate the impact of their proposal on our members. We think
our message was heard at the forums that this decision should be guided by “ONA Principles of Change”
and be based on collaboration, evidence, trialing prior to implementation and uphold nursing practice and
legal regulations.
We are contacting management this week to ask for a meeting to begin discussions about this proposal. If
you’re interested in being involved in negotiations or other work regarding this proposal, please contact
Maureen Smith, ONA, smith@oregonrn.org.
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HOME CARE SERVICES - THE TEAM REACHED
AGREEMENT WITH MANAGEMENT ON ALL HOME CARE
SPECIFIC PROPOSALS ON JUNE 29!
On Friday, June 29, we were able to reach agreement on the remaining two proposals for Home Care
Services: PTO utilization and the Home Health on-call position, Appendix F.
These were difficult issues for both teams. ONA’s goal was to have nurses be able to take the time off they
earn. We had agreed in the last negotiations to a provision that gave management the ability to restrict the
number of nurses granted time off to three RNs, even if the core staffing would allow for more. We felt that we
had given management two years to better address staffing needs in Home Health.
Management felt strongly that they could not staff the agency with four nurses off at a time. They proposed
increasing the number of nurses from 19 to 25 before four nurses could be granted time off. We finally agreed
to 22 as the top number for the three nurse minimum in granted time off.
For the Home Health on--call position, the ONA team wanted to get parity with the other on-call positions. We
were able to do so except for the weekend differential. We don’t think this is fair, however, because the
amount of money is relatively small and we were able to make other improvements for the position, we
agreed to management’s last proposal. Our goal is to continue to improve these important positions.
We had several accomplishments in the negotiations with maintaining the current holiday rotation system,
maintaining the current per diem holiday requirements, no “delay of start” language, new language on
inclement weather and PTO usage and the deletion of “At Risk” nurse language.
Congratulations to the Home Care negotiating team for their hard work in these negotiations and to Suzanne
Seeley and Pam VanVoorhis from SHMC in helping out with the bargaining of this new agreement.

BARGAINING UPDATE

(Continued from page 1)

It’s not unusual to not have much movement on
wages until we resolve other issues. We’re likely to
see new wage proposals as we move into the July
sessions.
Other compensation issues:
Management is still proposing that all differentials go
to a flat rate—ONA opposes that and is proposing to
maintain a percentage system.
Facilitator differential:
(current 5.5 percent)
ONA 6.5 percent 7/12; 7% 7/13
SHMC $1.70/hr 7/12; $2/hr 7/13
Voluntary Call Pay:
ONA $3.75/hr 7/12; $4/hr 7/13
SHMC $3.60/hr 7/12; $3.70/hr 7/13

Call Pay:
ONA—All Call in Mandatory Call units is paid at the
Mandatory Call Rate of $5/hr.
Certification Pay:
ONA and SHMC—increase to $1/hr (current .90)
Add SANE Certification to list of approved
Certifications
Staffing Committee:
ONA has proposed that the Staffing Committee has
to approve changes in the staffing matrix or PI. This
is important because we feel that changes that
impact staffing but don’t necessarily change the
staffing plan are made without input from staff
nurses. We think changing charge nurse shift
lengths, possible elimination of stat nurses and
other possible changes that impact nurses ability to
provide quality patient care should be approved by
the staffing committee.
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PAID TIME OFF (PTO) DONATIONS
We want to thank everyone that has donated PTO to the negotiating team! At this point in time, the 17
members of the two teams have contributed approximately 2540 hours in negotiations (nearly 170 hours
each), prep and member update meetings!
There’s still more work to be done. Please consider donating PTO to the team. The PTO donation form is
available on the ONA website, on the Sacred Heart Medical Center and Home Care web pages—go to
www.OregonRN.org and fax the form to ONA and SHMC HR (instructions are on the form). Thank you!

THERE’S STILL TIME GET INVOLVED!
Interested in helping plan the

Attend the next
Contract Action Team Meeting (CAT)

next action to support negotiations
Date: July 10
Time: 1130 - 1300
Location: RiverBend

and a strong and fair contract?
Contact Laura Lay at
Lay@OregonRN.org

(Room to be determined)

CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS AND
BARGAINING UPDATE MEETING SCHEDULE
NEGOTIATIONS
This is the upcoming schedule of negotiations. ONA
members are welcome to attend as observers.
Observers cannot participate but are welcome to watch
the proceedings! Meetings start at 0900 and end at
approximately 1700.


Friday, July 13 (200 FA)



Mediation, Tuesday, July 24 (200
FA) (for mediation, no observers)



Mediation, July 26 (200 CD) (for

BARGAINING UPDATE MEETINGS


Tuesday, July 10—RiverBend
0730-0900 Room 200 CD
1330-1500 & 1530-1700 200G



Wednesday, July 11—University District
1400-1600 (1 Main—off main lobby)



Also, Wednesday, July 11
Home Care Services—1630 –1800
(Juanita Fix Room)

mediation, no observers)
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